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Jess Curtis/Gravity presents 
Intercontinental Collaborations #7 

November 2-5, 2017 at The Joe Goode Annex in San Francisco 
Pre-show Touch Tours on November 3 and 5; ASL Interpretation on November 4. 

Tickets on Sale August 30: $20-$35 
Tickets and information: www.jesscurtisgravity.org  or 415-483-5996 

 
August 16, 2017,  San Francisco -- Jess Curtis/Gravity is pleased to announce the seventh 
biennial performance event, Intercontinental Collaborations #7, presenting new 
repertory-length works created and curated by Gravity’s Artistic Director Jess Curtis, in an 
evening of performance that crosses genres, issues and continents. Intercontinental 
Collaborations #7 brings acclaimed artists from around the world to the Bay Area to 
present and create work that address issues of physical diversity, dis/ability, access, 
digital technologies and their social consequences. The evening will feature the US 
premiere of Curtis’s 2016 work Remote, a duet commissioned by Croi Glan Integrated Dance 
from Cork, Ireland for dancers Tara Brandel and Linda Fearon; the world premiere of a new 
short experimental work, Sight Unseen by Curtis in collaboration with an ensemble of Bay Area 
performers; and A Portrait of Me as You (Everything is Copy), a solo work by San Francisco 
artist Rachael Dichter.  

http://www.counterpulse.org/
http://www.counterpulse.org/
http://www.jesscurtisgravity.org/


 
Intercontinental Collaborations #7 runs four nights, Thursday to Sunday, November 2-5 at 8:00 
pm at The Joe Goode Annex. Pre-Show Touch Tours for visually impaired audiences are on 
Friday, November 3  and Sunday, November 5 at 7pm.  There will be ASL Interpretation on 
Saturday, November 4.  Tickets are $20 to $35 and will be available for purchase beginning on 
August 30 online at www.jesscurtisgravity.org or by calling 415-483-5996. 
 
Curtis, who divides his time between San Francisco and Berlin, founded Jess Curtis/Gravity in 
2000 as a vehicle for his own performance work, and as a producer and presenter, to serve as a 
bridge between Europe and the U.S.  Distinguished artists and companies who have made their 
U.S. debut under the umbrella of Jess Curtis/Gravity’s Intercontinental Collaborations include 
Claire Cunningham (Scotland), Jörg Müller, (France)  Maria Francesca Scaroni (Italy/Berlin), 
Kaz Langley (UK), Angus Balbernie (UK) and Silke Z (Cologne). 
 
Originally premiered in 2016 in Cork, Ireland, Remote, for dancers Brandel and Fearon, was 
created by Curtis using a remote process with electronic media and social networking 
connecting San Francisco, Cork, Ireland and Berlin.  This duet  plays with the ups and downs of 
our bodies within our evolving digital culture.  Does digital and social media enhance and 
democratize mobility or enforce immobilisation?  
 
Developed in collaboration with and addressing the access of blind and visually impaired 
audiences, for Sight Unseen Curtis digs deeper into his research into the intersections of 
movement, culture, sensory difference, and physical diversity in live performance. 
Sight Unseen will be performed by a cast of five body-based performers -- Celine Alwyn, Gabriel 
Christian, Rachael Dichter, Tiffany Taylor, and Sherwood Chen -- and blind actor/activist Tiffany 
Taylor, with music by composer Matthias Herrmann. 
 
“Sight Unseen destabilizes the  vision-centric nature of performance, embedding access 
accommodations such as audio description and haptic interactions into the work itself, as well 
as benefitting from the full evening’s ASL interpretation and Touch Tours on specific nights,” 
explains Curtis.  “We’re exploring  the aesthetics of sensory diversity and access practices in 
cross-cultural dialog.”  
 
“It is important to note that while these accommodation practices exist in the SF Bay Area, they 
remain woefully under-utilized and unexamined in Bay Area theater—especially at smaller, 
contemporary performance spaces,” explains Curtis.  “Sight Unseen will mobilize the 
phenomenology of sensory difference as a unique filter through which to expose and articulate 
the diverse ways we experience each other and the world.”  
 
Curtis is working with community partner San Francisco Lighthouse for the Blind to involve more 
blind and visually impaired artists and test audiences in the development of the work. 
Additionally, during the creation period for the work Curtis will be teaching Contact Improvisation 
courses at The Lighthouse for the Blind. 

http://www.jesscurtisgravity.org/


 
Engaging with the paradox of the apparent intimacy and vulnerability of self exposure and the 
female body in performance, in A Portrait of Me as You (Everything is Copy) frequent Gravity 
collaborator,  Rachael Dichter, queries the intersubjective relationship between audience and 
performer, mining the always engendered exchange inherent in performance. Living in the 
interplay between fake and real, of performed intimacy or vulnerability, and the continual slide 
between authenticity and representation, the work relentlessly asks, Do you see me? Do you 
see me now? Can I get closer? 
 
ABOUT THE LEAD ARTISTS 
 
Jess Curtis (Gravity, Artistic Director) is an award-winning choreographer and performer 
committed to an art-making practice informed by experimentation, innovation, critical discourse 
and social relevance at the intersections of fine art and popular culture. Curtis has created and 
performed multidisciplinary dance theater throughout the U.S. and Europe with the seminal 
group Contraband, the radical performance collective CORE and the experimental French 
Circus company Cahin-Caha, Cirque Batard. From 1991 to 1998 he co-directed the 
ground-breaking San Francisco performance venue 848 Community Space with Keith 
Hennessy and Michael Whitson. In 2000, Curtis founded his own trans-continental performance 
company, Jess Curtis/Gravity, based in Berlin and San Francisco. In 2011 he was presented the 
prestigious Alpert Award in the Arts for choreography and the Homer Avila Award for innovation 
in physically inclusive dance. He holds an MFA in Choreography and a Ph.D. in Performance 
Studies from the University of California at Davis. www.jesscurtisgravity.org  
 
Tara Brandel (Artistic Director, Croí Glan Integrated Dance) just completed a two year 
Dance Residency at Uillinn West Cork Arts Centre, including a Retrospective exhibition of 25 
years of her choreography.  Most recently she was nominated as part of Leonie McDonagh's Elk 
and Sainty as Best Performance Ensemble at Dublin Fringe '15, performed Gawky and 
Awkward at the San Francisco International Arts Festival, and has been commissioned to 
choreograph a site specific Integrated Dance quartet at the D-CAF Festival in Cairo '17. Her 
short dance film CAR will screen at the the Contact Dance International Film Festival in Toronto 
in April, and she is currently touring her new solo dance theatre show Cappaghglass, which 
looks at the current refugee crisis in Europe and our sense of displacement and belonging. 
http://www.croiglan.com  
 
Linda Fearon (Performer/Collaborator, Croí Glan Integrated Dance) has been dancing with 
Croi Glan since 2016 and dancing with Luminous Soul since 2009. She has performed at the 
Paralympic Flame Ceremony Belfast, Highlight Paralympic London, Bounce! Festival Belfast, 
The MAC Belfast, Surmount Parliament Building Belfast and many more. She trained with 
choreographers including Marc Brew, Caroline Bowditch, Claire Cunningham, Sheena Kelly, 
Kimberley Harvey and Janice Parker, and danced with companies including Candoco Dance, 
Blue Eyed Soul dance, Maiden Voyage Dance, Echo Echo dance and Pony dance. Linda is a 
certified Disability Equality Trainer and currently vice-chairperson for The Arts and Disability 
Forum, Belfast. 
 

http://www.croiglan.com/
http://www.jesscurtisgravity.org/


Rachael Dichter (Performer as solo artist and for Sight Unseen) is a Berlin and San 
Francisco based dancer, performer, choreographer and curator. She studied dance and art 
history at Mills College and was a 2015 Danceweb Scholar. Her work has shown at Dock 11 
Berlin, Ponderosa Tanzland Berlin, Paf St Erme, Joe Goode Annex San Francisco, On the 
Boards Seattle, Northwest New Works Portland, and she has been lucky to collaborate with a 
number of fierce and talented folks including Laura Arrington, Mica Sigourney, Ruairi Donovan, 
Allie Hankins, Sara Kraft, Abby Crain, Jesse Hewit, Marten Spangberg, Keith Hennessy and 
Jess Curtis, and for four years she co-curated the San Francisco based live arts festival THIS IS 
WHAT I WANT. 
 
Matthias Herrmann (Composer for Sight Unseen) studied cello with Rudolf Mandalka at the 
Robert Schumann Hochschule, Düsseldorf, and is a graduate sound engineer. He has created 
numerous scores for the productions of international dance theater companies including Do 
Theater (St. Petersburg), Fabrik Company (Potsdam), Howard Katz (Berlin/New York), Claire 
Cunningham (Glasgow), and Jess Curtis/Gravity (San Francisco/Berlin).  He also created 
soundscapes for video-installations, music for short film and documentaries.  He was working as 
a composer and musical director for Staatsschauspiel Dresden, Schauspielhaus Bochum, 
Deutsches Theater Berlin, National Theatre of Scotland and others. In 2008 he was prized with 
the Isadora Duncan Award for the best soundtrack for Under the Radar for Jess Curtis/Gravity. 
In June 2014 his opera Didi und Stulle premiered at Neukoellner Oper Berlin. 
 
For full biographies of all artist/collaborators involved in Intercontinental Collaborations 
#7, please go to:  http://www.jesscurtisgravity.org/icc7  
 
ABOUT JESS CURTIS/GRAVITY 
 
Founded in 2000 by choreographer-director Jess Curtis, Gravity creates exceptionally engaging 
body-based art that physically explores and addresses issues and ideas of substance and 
relevance to anyone with a body. 
  
Through innovative, accessible, experimental performance, Gravity activates the bodies and 
minds of our viewers, exposing them to new ideas and experiences of the body. The 
organization supports the work of Artistic Director Jess Curtis and many collaborators with a 
critical focus on the oppression of normative physical stereotypes, consistently supporting the 
work of queer artists and self-identified disabled artists, strengthening the practices of emerging 
young dance makers and the broader artistic community. 
  
Gravity has premiered 11 full-evening productions and numerous shorter works with 
co-producers in the U.S. and Europe, performing in over 50 cities in 13 countries. These works 
consistently engage with issues of embodied diversity including gender, sexuality and disability, 
making compelling cases for the value that different bodies contribute to society, and include 
Dances for Non/Fictional Bodies (2011), The Generation Project: Jess Meets Angus (2010), The 
Symmetry Project (2006-2014), Under the Radar (2007), Fallen (2001), and, in 2016, The Way 
You Look (at me) Tonight, a duet created and performed by Curtis and self-identified disabled 
artist Claire Cunningham in collaboration with philosopher Alva Noë. 

http://jesscurtisgravity.org/icc7


Jess Curtis/Gravity  

“Globalism in economics is the pits. But in the arts it can work fabulously: artists bring their 
various perspectives to projects, cross--pollinate each others' ideas, and discover 

commonalities and differences. Jess Curtis/Gravity's ‘Intercontinental Collaborations’ offers a 
glimpse of what's possible.”   -- Rita Felciano, San Francisco Bay Guardian 

 
“Many have wondered, since the days of the revolutionary postmodern Judson Church 

movement in 1970s New York, if there is any truly new ground to be broken in the realm of 
dance and performance. If there is, San Francisco's Jess Curtis/Gravity may be holding the 

pickax.”   -- Bonner Oddell, SF Weekly 
 

CALENDAR LISTING  
Dance, Theater, Performance, Music 

  
WHO/WHAT: Jess Curtis/Gravity presents  

Intercontinental Collaborations #7  
Featuring Croí Glan Integrated Dance from Ireland (Tara Brandel and 
Linda Fearon), choreographer/performer Rachael Dichter, movement 
artists Celine Alwyn, Gabriel Christian, Tiffany Taylor, Sherwood Chen, 
and actor/activist Tiffany Taylor 
Music for Sight Unseen composed by Matthias Herrmann  
 

WHEN: Thursday, November 2 at 8 p.m. 
Friday, November 3 at 8 p.m.; Pre-Show Touch Tour at 7 pm 
Saturday, November 4 at 8 p.m.; ASL interpreted performance 
Sunday, November 5 at 8 p.m.; Pre-Show Touch Tour at 7 pm 

  
WHERE: The Joe Goode Annex 

401 Alabama Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

  
BOX OFFICE: www.jesscurtisgravity.org  or 415-483-5996  
 
TICKETS: $20-35; On sale August 30. 
 
MORE INFO: www.JessCurtisGravity.org 
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